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Work Experience
Scholar of Middle‑earth
MiDDLE‑EARTH
• I have spent over 1000 years studying and researching the histories, cultures, and languages of Middle‑earth. My extensive knowledge
and expertise have made me one of the foremost authorities on the subject.

Advisor to Kings and Rulers
MiDDLE‑EARTH
• Throughoutmy long career, I have served as an advisor and counselor tomanyof the kings and rulers ofMiddle‑earth. Mywise counsel
and guidance have helped many leaders make wise decisions and avoid disastrous mistakes.

Member of the Fellowship of the Ring
THiRD AGE
• In the Third Age, I was a member of the Fellowship of the Ring, a group of individuals chosen to destroy the One Ring and defeat the
dark lord Sauron. I played a crucial role in the success of the Fellowship and the defeat of Sauron.

Participated in the defeat of Sauron
THiRD AGE
• I played a critical role in the defeat of Sauron and the destruction of the One Ring. My knowledge of magic and my strategic planning
helped to ensure the success of the mission.

Served as leader of the White Council
THiRD AGE
• During the Third Age, I served as the leader of the White Council, a group of wizards, elves, and men who worked to protect Middle‑
earth from the forces of darkness. My leadership and guidance were instrumental in the success of the White Council’s efforts.

Education
Apprenticeship with the Valar
VALiNOR
• I began my education with an apprenticeship with the Valar, powerful angelic beings who created the universe. During my time with
the Valar, I studied the magic of Middle‑earth and gained knowledge of the natural world.

Advanced Studies in Magic
MiDDLE EARTH
• I continued my studies in Middle‑earth, where I became a skilled wizard and scholar of the natural world. I spent over 1,000 years in
Middle‑earth, studying the cultures, languages, and histories of its peoples.

Awards
Order of the White Council. Awarded for leadership during the War of the Ring
Order of the Istari. Awarded for contributions to the study of magic in Middle‑earth
Honorary Member of the Elves. Awarded by the Elven king Thranduil

Languages
Westron fluent
Elvish fluent
Dwarvish proficient
Black Speech knowledgeable
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